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wise unfair Dishonest or insincere comment
cannot be fan: but on the other hand an honest
belief in the commentator s mind that Ma com
ment was fair is not enough for a successful
defence The comment must be fair in fact
The usual remedy In actions of libel and slande-
is damages—a sum of money sufficient (in the
jury s view) to compensate a man for the harm his
reputation has suffered In certain rare cases the
Court may in its discretion grant an injunction
ordering the defendant not to publish or not to
repeat the publication of a libel
The Defamation Act 1952 reduced the risk
of legal proceedings against anyone who innocently
published a libel The publisher may
make an offer ofamefd" i a an offer to publish
i correction and apology and to take practicable
steps to notify those who have received copies of
any defamatory document (a) If the offer is
accepted and the promise performed tne party
defamed cannot bring or continue an action for
Lbel or slinder (I) If the offer is rejected then
the publisher in any action taken against him
may plead in defence that the words were
published innocently and that the offer of
amends was made as soon as practicable Inno
cent publication means (1) that the publisher
did not intend the defamatory words to refer to
the other party and knew of no reason why they
might be understood to refer to him or (2) that
the words were not in themselves defamatory and
that the publisher knew of no reason why
they might be understood to defame the other
party also that in either case the publisher
exercised all reasonable care in regard to the
publication
V THE IAW OF PROPERTY
1 In General
(1) Living Persons —The special rights and dis
abilities which, affect the ownership and disposal
of property by certain classes of persons have been
already dealt with under the heading of Status
(DU-13) It is unnecessary to add anything here
on the law of property in general so far as living
persons are concerned but different rules are
applicable (as will be seen below) to the ownership
and disposal of land and buildings as compared
with property of other kinds The reason for this
main distinction Is that the former are in their
nature unmoveable and cannot be physically
transferred as can money and chattels (s e
flTiftnnia and tangible objects which are capable of
being owned) In addition there is a third class—
certain intangible things which can be owned and
dealt with—for example the right to be paid a
debt a share or stock In a company aninsuiance
policy or a patent these are known as things in
action and they can be transferred only in certain
formal ways which will be described below
(2) Deceased Persons —It is obvious that the
law of any civilised community must make pro
vision not only for the transfer by a Irrag person
of his property but also for the transmission of
that property (his estate ) upon his death.
English Law permits every person who is not dis
Qualified by minority or lunacy (D1S(D) to give
directions during his lifetime as to the disposal of
his estate upon his death he can do this by means
of a will If he leaves no valid wfll he is said to die
intestate and in that event the law Itself lays down
how his estate is to be distributed A concise
survey of the law governing the estates of deceased
persons is given below (Some of these rules have
been modified so far as domiml is concerned by
the Wills Act 1983)
Wills and Intestacies —The law of wills is highly
technical much trouble can be caused by a
homemade will and it is wise to seek a
solicitor s advice It Is only possible here to out
line the formahkes necessary to make a valid will
and the wocedure to be adopted after a death
The rules stated ate those under English law—
applicable to England and Wales but not Scotland
or northern Ireland
 (1) The Nature ol a Will —The person making a
will—the testator—sets down how he wishes his
property to be disposed of after his death and
states the names of the persons (the executors)
who are to attend to its disposal
The executors may be hut need not be some
or all of the persons whom the testator desires to
benefit under bis will One executor alone is
sufllcient in law but if that one dies before he
(or she) has completed his duties delay and diffl
culty may arLe It is therefore better to appoint
at least two executors If one dies the other has
full powers to continue the work If the testator a
estate (that is his property) is large it may be
best to appoint a bank as executor all banks have
trustee departments which aie experienced in
such matters They have scales of charges for
executorship work which will be supplied on re
quest An executor is not permitted to charge
for his work unless the will authorises him to do so
—a thoughtful provision for a complicated estate
Nor is the executor bound to accept the executor
ship when death occurs
A will speaks from death —that is it has no
legal effect until the testator dies it can be
revoked (that is cancelled) in various ways or
alterations can be made by codicil which is really
a supplementary will Further the property to
which it relates is that of the testator at the date of
his death which may be more or less than what he
owns at the date when the will is made The mil
can be revoked or varied as often as desired to
suit changing circumstances its provisions are
not final until death
Generally speaking a testator may make what
ever provisions In regard to his or her property
and the persons to be benefited he or she thinks
fit He or she may even direct that his or her
wife husband or children are to be deprived of
all benefit from the estate but if he or she
does so it will be well to give the reasons either
in the will Itself or in a signed witnessed and
dated document which should be left with the
will
Under Acts of 1938 1952 1965 1966 and 1969 a
husband or wife an unmarried daughter or son
under majority or a son or daughter either
natural or adopted under disability (that is
one who for some reason is incapable of looking
after himself or herself) who is not adeauately
provided for under the will may apply to the
Court for reasonable provision for maintenance
out of the estate the Court has power either to
refuse the application or to grant the applicant
whatever maintenance it thinks fit In making its
decision the Court will take note of the testator s
reasons for his failure to provide for the applicant
in question Similar rules now apply to former
husbands and wives to the surviving spouse of a
void marriage and to illegitimate children (see
D38H))
If a person dies without leaving a valid will he
is said to die intestate In that case somebody
(usually the husband or wife or next of kin) must
apply to the Probate Registry (at Somerset House
hi London or hi the nearest District Registry
elsewhere) to be appointed administrator An
administrator has the same rights and duties as an
executor If there are children under majority
and hi certain other cases there must be at least
two administrators and the procedure on death
is more involved and troublesome than where
executors have been appointed by will Further
as the testator has not directed what is to happen
to his property the law has laid down an order of
succession which the administrators must observe
The intestate s husband or wife is then entitled
first to the personal effects (furniture household
goods motor cars books etc) next to the whole
of the estate If there are no children or near
relatives, or if theie are and the estate to large
enough the first £8 750 and after that the
husband or wife and children have certain rights
in the remainder of the estate If any details of
which, can be found in the Intestates Estates Act
1952 and the Family Provision Act 1986 If
there is no husband or wife or no children or
neither the next of kin of the Intestate will benefit
In otder of nearness of then* relationship to the
deceased By the Family Reform Act 1969,
illegitimate children have the same lights to
succeed to property on an intestacy as legitimate
children

